Blocks for the Future offer the opportunity to create high quality, sustainable
structures using architectural building blocks made from a high quality engineered
sand, consisting of processed coloured glass aggregates which produce on trend
colours and textures that softly glisten. Available in finishes including smooth,
exposed aggregate, refined and a highly polished mirror like finish.

• Striking finishes
• Durable
• Design flexibility
• Cost competitive
• Greentag certified
Patent No.: 203206165
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COLOURS

Ebony ECO

Pearl ECO

Pewter ECO

Limestone

Graphite

Pure White

FINISHES
SMOOTH FINISH

EXPOSED FINISH

SMOOTH FINISH products have
a consistent ultra-smooth even
texture with a unique finish that
glistens in various light
conditions.

EXPOSED FINISH products are
treated after manufacture by shot
blasting to create a distinctively
unique appearance that exposes
the aggregate on the block surface.
Pure White

Ebony ECO

32/,6+(' FINISH

REFINED FINISH

POLISHED FINISH is the premium
finish. Blocks pass through a state of
the art polishing machine to achieve
ultra smooth, mirror like, high end
surface finishes.

REFINED FINISH blocks have a
state of the art, polished like
surface finish in appearance, with
a slightly undulating texture.
Pearl ECO

Ebony ECO
“Blocks for the Future are our preferred building blocks for use on Commercial and Residential projects due to the extensive range of colours and surface finishes we
can offer our clients. The blocks have unique finishes not available elsewhere, they are dimensionally accurate which makes them more efficient to lay. The fact that they
are Greentag certified and a sustainable product are further reasons why we lay so many” . Andrew Crossin - Crossin Bricklaying 18 years in the industry MBA member

NON STANDARD COLOURS/MADE TO ORDER COLOURS - Minimum order qty's of 150m2
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“No one knows Blocks and Pavers better”

QUEENSLAND

